
Youngling 
A silly little costume recipe by Naomi Miller

Skills required
Cast on, Bind off, 
joining to knit in the 
round, increase, knit, purl, 
math.

Seriously, the hardest 
part is the math.  And it 
isn’t all that hard.

Who doesn’t love to play pretend by mimicking the garb of an ancient religion and 
imagining yourself as a guardian of peace and justice?  This simple pattern was designed 
as an addition to my own family’s tickle trunk*,  so I chose a washable acrylic.  The tunic 
is designed in a single piece so that no belts or accessories would get lost in the bottom 
of the trunk.

Far from a meticulous recreation, this simple costume is meant to evoke a general sense 
of ancient justice, connection with all living things, heightened senses and reflexes, and 
elagant hand-to-hand combat.    

This could be knit in either light, earthy colours or in black.  Either full-length, or to 
above the knee.  Wear over a white shirt and brown pants (or black, if that’s how you’re 
inclined) for imaginative play, dress-up parties, or on the 4th of May.

*What, you didn’t grow up watching a beloved children’s TV entertainer pull costumes 
out of his tickle trunk?  How sad for you.



A– Based on gauge for your yarn and needles (sizing does not 
have to be precise) cast on sufficient stitches to circle 1/2 of 
your youngling’s hips at their widest point.  Casting on a 
multiple of 4 at this point will make the math easier.    

B– work in stocking stitch for a sufficient length to cover from 
waist to just above the knee (or length of your choice)

C— cast on a number of stitches equal to (or slightly less than) 
A, for a total that is a multiple of 4, join to work in the round.  
(The goal here is to have a belt large enough to step into and 
pull up to the waist, with ribbing that will hold it snug.)

D— k2p2 ribbing for 3-5 inches

E— bind off the 2nd half of your circle, keeping live stitches in 
line with section B.  Work until this back section (and belt) 
covers your youngling from waist to neck

F— Do some math.  Front panel = ½(total - neck) where neck 
is approximately 1/4 of total, but (total - neck) needs to be an 
even number*.   With RS facing, knit across Front Panel(1) and 
place stitches on a holder.  Cast off neck stitches.  Continue 
working Front Panel(2).

G— Evenly, over several inches, Add stitches at the inside edge 
of panel until you are working with 1/2 of A.  (for better 
coverage, continue adding stitches).  To prevent panels from 
curling, you may choose to add ribbing or garter stitch on the 6 
outside edge stitches.

H— Continue until your panel from neckline is 2-3 inches 
longer than the back.

I— Bind off

Repeat G-I for stitches set aside at F.
Wear with panels over the shoulder, crossed at the chest, and 
tucked into the ribbed belt.

*so with 36 stitches cast on, my panels were 13 stitches wide at 
the shoulder, with 10 stitches cast off for the neck.
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